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INTRODUCTION

Introduction to Euromonitor International’s Club Index
Key findings from Euromonitor International’s Club Index 2020

METHODOLOGY

Scope of the Club Index
Value behind different metrics groups
Overview of metrics for the Club Index

TOP 10 RESULTS AND CLUB RESILIENCE

Top 10 clubs: 2019 and 2020 results compared
Index performance highlights: risers and fallers
Club Resilience: an important factor for commercial partners
The value behind metrics in the Resilience Score
Clubs according to Resilience Score: Americas
Top 10 clubs in Americas according to Club Resilience metrics
Clubs according to Resilience Score: Europe
Top 10 clubs in Europe according to Resilience metrics
Clubs according to Resilience Score: AMEA
Top 10 clubs in AMEA according to Resilience metrics

CLUBS 1-10: CLUB SNAPSHOT AND INSIGHTS

Top 10 clubs according to the Club Index 2020
Manchester United: the most commercially attractive club globally
Manchester United also leads the Resilience ranking in Europe
FC Barcelona becomes the leading Spanish club in the Index
Recovery in attendances puts FC Barcelona in front of Real Madrid
Real Madrid wins 34th La Liga title and remains most followed club
Decline in attendances causes club to drop to third place in Index
Bayern Munich continues to enjoy supremacy in Bundesliga
Bayern Munich attracts vast audiences and strives for digital growth
Arsenal: s econd highest ranked Premier League club in top 10 list
Lack of sporting success is compensated for by brand value
Liverpool boasts strongest Sports Legacy score in Premier League
Success on the pitch leads to growing live and digital audiences
New York Yankees boast strong legacy and significant brand value
Despite dry spell on the field, Yankees remain among Top 10 in Index
Manchester City: among top 10 in social media following globally
The club is back to European football stage and focuses on digital
Tottenham Hotspur: final Premier League club to make Top 10 list
The club faces financial pressures but records rapid digital growth
Los Angeles Dodgers boast third highest ticket spend in US
Dodgers overtake Yankees in key metrics except digital following

CLUBS 11-20: CLUB SNAPSHOT

Top 11-20 clubs: 2019 and 2020 results compared
Index performance highlights: risers and fallers
Top 11-20 clubs according to the Club Index 2020
Juventus grows its digital following by over a third during 2019
San Francisco 49ers fight their way to Super Bowl and Index top 20
Chelsea records second highest digital following in Premier League
Boston Red Sox excel in ticket spend and global games metrics
Green Bay Packers records fourth highest avg. attendance globally
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Golden State Warriors: flag bearer for NBA with strong following
Chicago Cubs boast record ticket spend globally
Dallas Cowboys attracts record average attendance across all sports
New England Patriots records strongest digital following in the NFL
Paris Saint-Germain earns second highest ticket spend in Europe

CONCLUSION

Key takeaways for clubs and commercial partners (1)
Key takeaways for clubs and commercial partners (2)

APPENDIX: TOP 50 CLUB RANKING RESULTS

The Club Index 2020 (1)
The Club Index 2020 (2)
The Club Index 2020 (3)
The Club Index 2020 (4)
The Club Index 2020 (5)

APPENDIX: METHODOLOGY

User’s guide to unlock the information behind the club snapshots
Methodology for the Club Index
Methodology for the Club Index

APPENDIX: DEFINITIONS

Definitions (1)
Definitions (2)
Definitions (3)
Definitions (4)

APPENDIX: FULL LEAGUE RANKING RESULTS

The League Index 2020 (1)
The League Index 2020 (2)
The League Index 2020 (3)
The League Index 2020 (4)

About Euromonitor International

Euromonitor International is an independent market intelligence provider. Data, insight and analysis stem from in-the-field research
spanning 210 national markets.

Content ranges from the in-depth and country-specific, to key strategic themes with a global range and significance. Products cover
a comprehensive range of insights and market data, but can be broadly categorised as:

Strategy Briefings: Global or regional in scope, and focussing on the most important themes shaping consumer demand, the
key markets, competitive environment and future outlook across a range of industries.
Company Profiles: Analysis dedicated to the world’s most significant companies, with detailed insight into their activities, focus
of operations, their competitors, their geographic presence and performance.
Country Reports: For an in-depth understanding of specific countries, whether by industry, economic metrics or consumer
trends and lifestyles. These reports cover current trends, consumer demand, market potential and future prospects, with
country-specific local insight and comprehensive data, unavailable elsewhere.

For more information on this report, further enquiries can be directed via this link www.euromonitor.com/the-club-index-2020-commercial-attractiveness-
and-resilience-to-coronavirus/report.


